
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

The Ratchet Lever Hoist is 
called 'Pull-lift‘. Pull lift with 
link/roller chain of lifting capacities 
of 0.8 t, 1.6 t and 3.2 t, are used for 
maintenance of overhead traction 
lines etc. It is light in weight and 
robust in construction which makes 
it suitable to bear the higher no. of 
operation for service requirements 
such as in TRD maintenance. 
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Pawls have sufficient strength to arrest the 
full load from lowering due to gravity. The pawls  
engages with the ratchet wheel either by means of 
a spring or tension spring or by some other 
equally effective means. It is so positioned that it 
engages the ratchet wheel under gravity. 
Adequate arrangement are made to ensure that 
the pawl does not seize on the pawl pin. 

CONSTRUCTIONCONSTRUCTION

Housing Plate (Left & Right)Housing Plate (Left & Right)Housing Plate (Left & Right)Housing Plate (Left & Right)

The housing of the hoist is either made of cast iron or fabricated and is designed for 
proper strength and to maintain alignment under all expected conditions of service.

GearsGearsGearsGears

The gears is made of alloy steel and designed for 
proper strength and surface durability, such as to 
afford efficient operation throughout service period. 

Load brakeLoad brakeLoad brakeLoad brake

Each pull-lift is provided with self actuated automatic mechanical brake 
which will prevent self lowering of the load and arrest and sustain load in all 
working positions while the load chain is in tension. 

PawlsPawlsPawlsPawls

Top and bottom hooks are conform to IS: 3815-1969 
'Specification for point hooks with shanks for general 
engineering purposes' or IS: 8610-1977 "Specification for 
points hooks with shank capacity upto 25 tones – trapezoidal 
section”. The bottom hook is so designed that it free to 
swivel in the loaded condition without twisting the load 
chain. The top hook is fitted with plain bearing, ball & roller 
bearing should not be used. It can swivel if required. Both 
the hooks are fitted with safety catches. 

Top and Bottom HooksTop and Bottom HooksTop and Bottom HooksTop and Bottom Hooks

The load chain is made of suitable grade, liberally rated 
to withstand the load for which the pull lift is designed to 
handle. Each pull lift is supplied with minimum length of 
chain. Load chain of roller should be as per IS: 2403-1975 
'Specification for transmission steel roller chain and chain 
wheels'.

Load ChainLoad ChainLoad ChainLoad Chain

The construction of pull lift for the use of TRD maintenance shall be as per RDSO 
spec. no. TI/SPC/OHE/TOOLPL/1990. The salient constructional requirements are 
as follows:

The pull-lift along with its associated fittings is fit for outdoor as well indoor use 
and is robust enough to allow rough handling during the course of maintenance of 
overhead traction lines etc.

Top Hook

Latch

Bottom Hook

Chain Stopper Link

Connection Yoke

Handle/ Lever

Name plate

Selector Lever

Free chain knob

Load Chain

Housing plate 
(Left & Right)

The load brake also allows smooth lowering of the load without serious 
overheating which can impair efficient working of the pull-lift. After each 
operation, the brake automatically and instantaneously engages, so that the load 
is held suspended in any position.

PAWL

The pawl and the ratchet are made of steel duly heat treated to provide satisfactory 
degree of wear resistance together with toughness. The hardness of pawl tip should 
not be less than 40 HRC and that of ratchet not less than 30 HRC.
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Suspension fittings other than hooks are of sufficient strength. All suspension fittings 
are readily detachable for inspection of stressed parts such as shanks.

� Load chain wheelLoad chain wheelLoad chain wheelLoad chain wheel The load chain wheel is made of material duly heat treated 
suitable for use with load chain employed and is of adequate 
strength and is suitably designed to ensure effective operation 
of chain. The load chain wheel is conform to IS: 2403-1975.

� Chain Guide
Guides are  provided for 
effective guidance of the load 
chain into chain wheel.

� StripperStripperStripperStripper
A stripper is provided to ensure effective dis-
engagement of load chain from the load chain 
wheel.

� Operating leverOperating leverOperating leverOperating lever
It is light in weight and of adequate strength with the shape easy to grip

� Reversing knobReversing knobReversing knobReversing knob

A suitable shaped and designed reversing knob is provided to reverse the direction of 
the operation without lowering the load.

� Reverse motion stopReverse motion stopReverse motion stopReverse motion stop

Each pull lift is equipped with a reverse motion stop which comes into action if self 
actuated load brake fails to operate.

� Quick release leverQuick release leverQuick release leverQuick release lever

A lever may also be provided for releasing pawl engagement in case of quick winding 
under no load which increases the life of panel.

� Other fittingsOther fittingsOther fittingsOther fittings

For adjustment of loose chain before lifting, the reversing lever 
should be in ‘N’ position and use hand wheel to adjust chain length 
quickly.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONSOPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

Hoist the loadHoist the loadHoist the loadHoist the load

Keep the reversing lever of operating handle in 
‘DN’ position and operate handle as per the 
requirement . 
Adjust the chain lengthAdjust the chain lengthAdjust the chain lengthAdjust the chain length

Keep the reversing lever of the operating handle in 
‘UP’ position, engage the load and operate the 
handle up to the requirement.

Lower the loadLower the loadLower the loadLower the load

Material- The material used in 
the construction of 
pull-lift is conform 
to the following 
standards:

Name part Name part Specification No.Specification No.

FrameFrame IS: 2062 Grade AIS: 2062 Grade A

Operating leverOperating lever IS: 2062 Grade IS: 2062 Grade AA

Chain wheelChain wheel IS: 1030 IS: 1030 --19821982

IS: 2107 IS: 2107 -- 19771977

IS: 2108 IS: 2108 -- 19771977GrGr BM 340BM 340

FastenersFasteners Stainless steel conforming to Grade Stainless steel conforming to Grade 
A4, property class 50 of BS 6105A4, property class 50 of BS 6105--
1981.1981.

STRIPPER

CHAIN 
GUIDE

25kg8m165678915657044319038354503.23

10kg6m165678915657044317033303551.602

10kg6m108409413449044314032233050.801

1413121110987654321

Desired Wt. 
inclusive of 

chain

Approx.  
length of 

chain

KJHGFEDCBACapacity
(Tonnes)

Sr.

RATCHET LEVER HOIST (PULL – LIFT)
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TROUBLE SHOOTINGTROUBLE SHOOTING

Anchor the hoist so that it properly 
aligned with the direction of pull. 
Any twist in the chain be removed 
before operating.

Side loading should be avoided and 
chain should be possibly in 
alignment with hoist.

Hoist is not free to 
align with the direction 
of pull or chain is 
twisted.

Chain gets 
stuck in the 
ratchet hoist.

4.

Sr. Problem Causes Remedy

1. Ratchet hoist 
slips even 
without load.

Oil may be gone inside 
the machine making 
the friction discs 
slippery.

Open the machine and clean friction 
discs properly by first rubbing them 
by emery paper or simply rubbing 
on a clean cemented floor  and then 
clean them by a cloth.

2. Ratchet hoist 
is not 
functioning.

Ratchet pawl does not 
sound while star wheel 
is being rotated. The 
possibility may be that 
the ratchet pawl has 
gone stuck with the 
M.S. cover. This can 
happen rarely when 
due to external factor 
like banging the 
machine on the ground 
or some object hits the 
M.S. cover

Open M.S. cover unscrewing the 
crown nut, remove the star wheel 
and operating handle and then 
simply unscrew the cover.

After removing the MS cover, check 
bend if any on it and straighten if 
required. There after put back the 
MS cover and rotate the star wheel 
to see if the ratchet pawl functioning 
properly. Care to be taken to replace 
split pin into the crown nut after 
affecting the operating handle upon 
the sprocket wheel.

3. Jamming of 
ratchet lever 
hoist.

Ratchet lever hoist is 
over-loaded. It will get 
stuck by the jamming 
of sprocket wheel with 
the friction discs on 
pulling more than over-
load capacity during 
loading operation.

First fit Ratchet lever hoist on a 
bench vice and then the reversing 
lever fitted upon the operating 
handle be put to reverse motion. 
Thereafter, the operating handle to 
be operated to loosen the sprocket 
wheel. If the machine starts 
operating, if still it is stuck then the 
machine can be opened to see if any 
part is broken inside due to over 
loading. 

DODO’’ss AND AND DONDON’’TsTs
DoDo’’ ss

� Clean the machine, chain before and after use.
� Handle should be operated in straight direction.
� Keep chain well lubricated along their whole length and especially at the 

contact parts between the links. 
� Check actuating knob assembly, it should be free in both directions.
� Grease the bearing parts by means of grease-gun through grease nipple 

provided at all the bearing parts.
� Give a rest of 15 to 20 minutes after about 10 operations of pull-lift.

S.No Problem Causes Remedy

5. Chain jumps, does 
not work smoothly.

It is probably due to 
out of pitch

Replace the chain gear.

� Don’t drop Ratchet Lever Hoist (pull lift) from a height.
� Don’t allow dirt and hand grease together in the pockets of the load wheel.
� Don’t tie knots in the load chain or joint it by bolt.
� Never use a pull lift chain as a sling, i.e. by back hooking.
� Do not run the chain out too far. If it is done, excessive load will come on the 

load chain stopper.
� Never use chain pull lift to a over load than the safe working marked on the 

hoist.
� Don’t oil or grease sprocket wheel, ratchet wheel or distance bush to avoid 

possibility of oil or grease entry into friction discs which cause slippage.
� Avoid any dirt entry with chain into housing to avoid jamming of moving 

parts, when in use.
� Side loading should be avoided and chain should move in alignment with the 

hoist. 
� During operation do not force the operating handle towards sides. 
� No repairs shall be done to the castings and other components to hide their 

defects.
� Do not use machine continuously, this may cause the discs to heat up and wear 

out early.
� There should be no twist in chain.

DonDonDonDonDonDonDonDon’’’’’’’’tstststststststs
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It is clarified that this pamphlet does not supersede any existing provisions laid 
down by RDSO, Railway Board or Zonal Railways. The pamphlet is for guidance only 
and it is not a statutory document.

If you have any suggestion or comment, please write to:
Director (Electrical), CAMTECH, Maharajpur, Gwalior (M.P.) – 474 005

Ph.0751-2470740, Fax 0751-2470841
E-mail: direlcamtech@gmail.com
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Photographs showing the use of Pull Lift for adjustment of 
OHE, Replacement of insulators, Stay tube, Bracket tube etc.

Adjustment of height   of 
catenary/contact wire. 

Replacement of stay tube 
/bracket tube/stay insulator/
bracket insulator may also 
be carried out with the help 

of pull lift and ladder

Replacement of 9-ton 
insulator by pull lift 
at insulated overlap 

by tower wagon


